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> Overview

— Implant dentistry

— University Education

> Undergraduate Education

> Postgraduate Education

> Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
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Public health

Dentistry

Industry
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> Undergraduate Education

— Assess the implementation

— Investigate obstacles and challenges

— Support the smooth integration in the existing curricula
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> Postgraduate Education

— Introducing transparent and comparable standards

— Defining clear structures
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> Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
  — Quality assurance and structure
  — DentCPD
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-  **Group 1: Undergraduate Education**
  - Barriers faced with the implementation of implant dentistry
  - Methods for sharing own curricula models

-  **Group 2: Postgraduate Education**
  - Implementing a new discipline into comprehensive dental care
  - Assurance of comp. dental care within a specialty training

-  **Group 3: Continuing Professional Development (CPD)**
  - Educating the educators
  - Assessing quality criteria